
NATIONAL INTEGRATION CAMP 2019-20 

 

Day 1 :- 

At early morning on 20-09-19 we had been reported to National  Integration  Camp from 8a.m onwards and attended 
informal meeting with all the volunteers from different states. After the completion of an informal meeting with volunteers 
we had been taken to breakfast from 8:30 a.m to 9:30 a.m.  after taking breakfast we had been taken to our rooms and 
arrange our beds and visited Gandhi Bhavan inside from 12:30 p.mto 2:00 p.m. after completion of lunch we had been taken 
rest in our room from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. at sharp 5p.m in the evening there was formal meeting organized by sponser institute 
in meeting they had welcome all NSS PO’S and volunteers from different after welcoming they had introduced all the PO’s 
from different states and divide all the volunteers in six different groups. After dividing different groups they had assigned 
various rules and responsibilities to various group volunteers. After completion of formal meeting we are taken to dinner  
from 8p.m to 9:30p.m. then we all group members were gathered for assigning roles and responsibilities to volunteers for 
next day,i.e coted flag hoisting at early morning on 22-09-19.theen we departed at 11:30. 

 

 

 



Day2:- 

The day started with 1st flag hoisting of the camp by Dr. B R AMBEDKAR group. After having breakfast at 10 we left for 
mount carmel college for inagration function prof.S.Japhet the vice chancelore Bangalore central university consitted to 
inauguration naming the guest of honour for the day where Dr.V.Shivaram Registrar Bangalore Central university  Sri.Kadri 
Narasimhiah Reginal Director, NSS . Dr.Gananatha Shetty State NSS Officer presided by Dr.S.Aparana Principal of Mount 
Carmel College and Dr.Charmine Jerome vice Principal Mount Carmel College after the inaugural we are given refreshment 
and headed for lunch.Then we had a interacting session by the resource person from NIMHANS and Life skill for personality 
development they made us play various games for us to understand in a fun way. The session ment for around 2hours we had 
evening refreshment and return to Gandhi Bhavan back there we had few cultural performance and after dinner with a  small 
meeting the day was concluded. 

                                     

               

                                              

 



Day 3 

 
Morning assembled for the flag  hoisting  . The chief guests for flag hoisting were Engineer Siddaraju and Shree 
Siddhartha Sharma. At 9:45 to 10:30 we conducted Shramadaan in the premises of Gandhi Bhavan. From 11:30 to 
1:30 we had University wise performances. After a day with cultural extravaganza there was a educational session 
organized from 2:30 to 5:30 where the volunteers were made to think and present on their vision on India after 20 
years. Post that we had a cultural evening after which the day was concluded with a formal meeting with the 
volunteers briefing them about the duties for the next day. 
 

              
 

                                                        
 

                     



 Day 4:- 
On 24-9-19 due to heavy rain flag hoisting was cancelled. From 8:30 to 9:30AM every one had there Breakfast 

volunteers were ethinic wear based on there culture after that every one assembeled for the rally university wise holding yhe 
banner.The rally started from Ashrama and came to Gandhi Bhavan .Accompined by delide full music Dollukunitha and 
kamsalle by 11:00AM the Golden Jubilee state level NSS cultural Programstarted the chief Guest of the day was Dr.G.kalpana 
,IAS,ACS,Youth empowermwnt and sportsdepartment Government inaugurated the promme by watering the plant.The chief 
guest address the gather then started by the cultural program by every participant they gave spectacular performances by 
1PM lunch was served for every participants.The program continued after lunch from 2 to 4PM we had session on Leadership 
for our NIC Voluteers which was conducted by various games to understand more about Leadership Skills. Back there we had 
cultural program and after the dinner the small meeting was conducted and the day was conducted  

                     

                     

 

Day 5 :- 
 

At first flag hoisting was done at 6 am in the morning hosting by Gananathi Shetty sir. At around 7:30 am we 
had yoga which helped volunteers to inbibe positive energy and refresh mentally and physically. After that we had 
free time which was proceeded by the breakfast. At 10:30 am we celebrated the Golden Jubilee of NSS day. The 
inauguration was done by watering a pot continued by speech of Prof. BG Shivaraj sir. The National Integration 
cultural Competition took place and we got to see and understand various culture by NIC volunteers. 
 



 

 

                                                 

       

Day 6:- 

On 26th september 2019 , that's the 5th day of camp we had flag hoisting ceremony which was done successfully by our chief 
guest Mis.Girija at 6.30 am . 

And at 7.15 we had breakfast and finally at 8.30 am we went to sheshadripuram degree college to attend the national 
conference regarding “role of nss volunteer in enhancing individuals social responsibility toward a sustainable environment . 

And as honourable guest for this conference inauguration we had Dr.Gananatha shetty , Dr.woody p krishna , and 
Dr.G.kalpana and other resource persons. 



Then as per main concept of conferance we had power point presentation by Nagaraju ,Jeevan.kumar ,lakshmipathi raju on 
diffrent modules of sustainable development of environment. 

And ended up this conference by panel discussion which continued with lunch. 

Then it was about filed visit to the green path in banglore this place delighted our eyes with organic theam , it also motivated 
us to be a part of organic promoting group . 

Moving on we visited dry waste center in yeshwanthpur ,where we got to know about dry waste segregation . 

And then at 4pm we went to green path krishi udyanavana , where we had great time around the greens , there we saw 
diffrent organic crops with the best hospitality . 

Then at night 9pm we reached gandhibhavan , and had dinner together and ended up with a formal meeting session and with 
full of happiness and positivity. 

 

            

    

Day 7:- 
 
        The day begin with a flag hoisting ceremony near the Ashram that is next to the Gandhi Bhavan. All the 
volunteers were excited to speak about their half day field visit at the sheshadripuram College as a part of day 2 of 
the National Conference. The topic of the conference being " Role of NSS volunteers in sustainable development 
and social responsibility". The volunteers were taken to sheshadripuram college post breakfast and were settle 
down. A member from each group came forward and presented their experiences and thoughts on waste 
management, rain water harvesting and organic farming. After this informative session there was a cultural program 



organized in sheshadripuram College were volunteers from different states presented their unique culture and 
traditions. The National conference was concluded with the feedback from the volunteers about the session. Post 
that the volunteers were brought back to Gandhi Bhavan for a cultural evening and finally the day was concluded 
on a truly energetic note. 

                 

       

Day8:- 

The last day of the camp was filled with emotions and excitements. The volunteers were taken to the Bangalore central 
university for the final valedictory program. The chancellor of BCU along with Dr.Poornimma Jogi, Dr.Ganantha Sheety, 
Dr.H.G.Govindha Gowda  and other chief guest along with the respected programme officers from different parts of the 
country.It was the light hearted program with some enlightening words by the guest and prize distribution for various 
compitations  Volunteers from different states shared there opinions and experiences of a 7daycamp followed by the 
program officers . 



Each volunteer was recoganize and faliciated for their immense coorporation and support . Finally the programended with a 
heartfelt song by the Organizing team . 

The volunteers were bought to Gandhi Bhavan for their final departure with there cash prize and certificate        

              

 

                                                         


